



Radiology of the acute abdomen 
Tips for getting the best images. 
WITH DR STEVE JOSLYN 

Radiology vs Ultrasonography 

The short answer is always try to do both. 

Why do we still need rads when ultrasound is so good? 

• Generalised assessment of the abdomen. 

• Identify other clinically significant or totally unrelated and prognostically significant lesions. 

• Identify key imaging findings that would drastically affect the prognosis, eg 

-  Free abdominal gas in an intestinal obstruction case which would indicate necrosis/ rupture. 
ultrasound is terrible at finding very small amounts of free gas. 

 



- Poor image detail indicating peritonitis.  

X-rays and ultrasound together significantly increases the amount of information and then 
confidence in your decision-making.  

Practical tips for optimal image quality (because better images 
means better decisions!) 

USE A GOOD SCREEN 

The norm is often to view radiographs are on the screen connected to x-ray unit. These are 
often not the best quality screens and can significantly reduce image detail! 

A iMac or a nice Dell or LG monitor running some open source viewing software will give far 
superior images.  

Situated in a slightly darker dedicated viewing area is ideal.  

This also avoids ‘5 second diagnostics’ - where we try to make a snap diagnosis as the image 
pops up. 



Exposure settings and collimation 

The old rules around exposure settings from the film days have all gone out the window! 

As long as there are enough photons hitting the plates and passing through the patient, most of 
the lookup tables and the post-processing will give you a adequate image. 

The critical difference is that the software will apply settings that match the body part being 
imaged. It's the super power behind digital systems. 

This means it's really important to be super strict that if you're taking a right lateral 
radiograph, make sure that digital system knows it's taking a right lateral. 

Also, when we  include the hips the pelvis and the caudal abdomen the software will attempt to 
make the whole thing look great, but because it's had to concentrate that processing power on 
everything it minimises its effect on what you're actually interested in.  

By collimating to the region of interest as strictly as you can gives all of that processing power 
and the maximum ability to make that image look beautiful. 

Views 

There’s a movement toward four abdominal views, ie left and right lateral as well as VD and 
DV. 

Why? 

Identifies shifting gas patterns.  

Right lateral view is not that good for detecting duodenal foreign bodies. 

On left lateral the gas is going to show the pylorus and then the duodenum as well and 
highlights if there is an obstruction there.  

Also helps to spot free gas the way it shifts amongst through the liver lobes or through the 
viscera as well. 

In the VD position all the fluid is collecting duodenum and the pylorus, 

DV position - gas rises up to the pylorus and up to the duodenum, highlights the pelorus and 
the right kidney. 

Ideally we want full expiratory views on the abdomen. We want that tissue to be as thin as 
possible, and completely nice and still. 



Who should take the rads? 

Vets tend to be focussed on the problem and not the image, and are often distracted. Basically - 
they have a short attention span, find the problem and then move on! 

Let veterinary nurses take ownership of radiography. They’ll generally follow radiographic 
protocol much more strictly than vets and get better more complete series.  

Also frees up a vet from doing the radiography so they can be into the next consult or tend to a 
case. 

Create a database of normals to reference.  

An in-house database of images of normal and abnormal to compare to is super important. It’s 
the hidden secret of referral and university teaching institutes! 

Pro tip: Tag images on the software to make them searchable, eg ‘large dog intestinal 
obstruction’. 

To love and to hold... 

The concern about radiation exposure is always valid, but if you're not getting a good quality 
radiographic study because of rotation and movement then the exposure that you got for 
that poor quality radiograph has actually just been wasted.  

Holding with appropriate sort of radiation protection here in emergency situations is justified.  

Realistically we're not at any levels of radiation exposure of any concern if you are out of the 
primary beam and wearing protection.  
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